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A PHOTOGRAPHIC ESSAY OF WEST TAMPA
Photos by Hampton Dunn
Assisted by Dr. Eustasio Fernandez

OLD WEST TAMPA THEATRE
... Howard and Main

CUBAN VEGETABLE AND FRUIT STAND
... Howard and Main

BAKERY—ITALIAN & CUBAN
... Howard and Main

4th of JULY CUBAN COFFEE SHOP
... Howard and Main

OLD MUNICIPAL COURT HELD HERE
... Near Howard and Main

SIMOVITZ BLDG.-DEPT. STORE
... Main between Howard and Albany
ROSA VALDEZ SETTLEMENT

THE FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
… Albany and Union

ST. JOSEPH CHURCH BLDG.
… Albany and Chestnut

ANTONIA CIGAR FACTORY
… Albany and Pine

TYPICAL CIGAR MAKERS HOME
… Albany and Cherry

CIGAR BOX FACTORY
… Albany and Beach
SANTAELLA CIGAR FACTORY – 1904
...Howard and Chestnut

MACFARLANE PARK – 1902
...Chestnut and MacDill

THE ICE HOUSE
...Albany and Carmen

‘EL SIDELO’ CIGAR FACTORY
...Howard and State

DIAZ HAVANA CIGARNCO.
...Howard and Nassau

ONCE DIAMONTE URGA’S HOME
...Albany Street and I-275
WARREN BUILDING
...Near Howard and Main

WEST TAMPA BANK
...Howard and Main

MESQUIDA BLDG.
...Howard and Main

A. L. CUESTA SCHOOL
...Dr. Eustasio Fernandez an alumuns
MORGAN CIGAR CO. FACTORY
...Howard Avenue, and Laurel

WEST TAMPA POST OFFICE
...Howard and Union

ONCE PIGGLY WIGGLY STORE
...Howard and Union

ALESSI BAKERY
...Howard and Union

MACFARLANE BUILDING
...Howard and Union

LA UNION—LA SICILIA
...Howard and Spruce
HUMANE SOCIETY

LARGE ‘BUCKEYE’ FACTORY
... Howard at St. Louis

‘BARRIO LOS CIEN’
... 100-house neighborhood

GARCIA & VEGA CIGAR CO.
... only one in operation

ANDRES DIAZ CIGAR FACTORY
... Habana and Kathleen

CEMETERIO COLON
... Dr. Eustasio Fernandez at Gate